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May 13 marked the 100th anniversary of Brazil's abolition of slavery, ending the longest-lasting
slave society in the Americas. An estimated 4 million slaves were brought to Brazil from West Africa:
between 1550 and 1850, Brazil accounted for nearly 40% of the Atlantic slave trade. When abolition
came, 700,000 slaves were freed in a population of 10 million, of whom more than half were already
freed Blacks. Today, Brazil has the largest black population outside Africa. More than 70 million of
Brazil's 145 million people are Black or of mixed race. Until recently, the issue of racism in Brazil was
simply dismissed or ignored. Most Brazilian whites continue to dismiss the suggestion that racial
discrimination exists in their country. In recent weeks, the press has broken a longstanding taboo
against examining race relations. Blacks are virtually absent from senior government, military and
diplomatic posts or among opinion makers and business executives. There is one cabinet minister
of mixed descent, and none of the country's 23 state governors are Black. Of the 559 members
of Brazil's national congress, only seven consider themselves Black. According to Benedita da
Silva, Brazil's first Black female congressperson, only four of them are active in promoting the
advancement of their race. In the past few years, about 600 Black groups have been established,
advancing a variety of political and cultural initiatives, and with widely different strategies for
change. In the northeastern city of Salvador, where only 20% of the population are white, many
Blacks have adopted the style and pan-African ideology of Jamaica's Rastafarians. For months prior
to the centennial, a surge of complaints about discrimination and abuse surfaced. At SOS Racism,
a private civil rights organization that investigates and publicizes cases of discrimination in Rio de
Janeiro, sociologist Willson Prudente said many callers complain of police mistreatment, employers
who pay black workers less than whites, or private schools that refuse admittance of Black students.
Blacks say much of the racism cannot be confronted because it is expressed in ways that are hard
to prove or fight. Although racial discrimination has been against the law since 1951, a subtle
social code still prevails. For instance, employment ads seek individuals of "good appearance," a
euphemism for light skin. The government's most recent population census in 1980 showed that
non-whites had an illiteracy rate of 37%, against 15% for whites. The life expectancy for Blacks was
eight years shorter than for whites. This census, which for the first time employed the categories
white, black, mixed-race and yellow, reported that 44.5% of Brazilians are non-white. Researchers
claim the actual percentage is well above 50% because many people of mixed-race descent often
describe themselves as lighter than they are. In the homes of whites, Blacks are usually present
only as servants or gardeners. One recent survey showed that 90% of all couples are of the same
color. Recently disclosed census figures show that although Blacks and whites who hold menial
jobs earn about the same amount of money, the gap widens as education increases. Black doctors,
teachers and engineers earn 20 to 25% less than whites. Black office workers make about a half of
what white counterparts do. Surveys of urban slum residents show that up to 75% say they do not
suffer because of their race. Social workers explain that slums tend to be racially homogeneous,
adding that residents are busy just surviving and take for granted the privileged status of whites.
(Basic data from New York Times, 05/14/88)
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